
a cryptography coding standard 

 

? 



 

because even experts make mistakes 



 

because even experts make mistakes 



 

lots of mistakes  
(SANS top 25 software errors) 



 

we need some rules 



checklists are simple and effective 



and familiar to programmers 



and familiar to programmers 



and familiar to programmers 



and familiar to programmers 



 

 

plenty of resources 



but much less for crypto 



the closest I found 



starting this project after I had to write 

my own crypto coding rules… 



inspiration: PTES 



checklists by experienced professionals 



similar motivations 



how should this look like for crypto? 



list of rules 

 

What: make MAC verification in constant time 

Why: MACs could be forged as follows… 

How: the following C code performs constant-time… 

Example: Keyczar… 

 

What: use a strong pseudorandom generator 

Why: weak RNGs may reduce the search space… 

How: code to use /dev/urandom, CryptGenRandom… 

Reference: factorable.net… 

 



museum of horrors 
 



references 



ultimate goals 

 

 

 

• become a reference for programmers 
• improve state if software security 
• bring coding rules to OpenSSL ;-) 



what should be in/out? 



IN 

 

constant-time execution 

padding/format verification 

compiler “optimizations” 

conformance to specs 

choice of algorithms 

padding oracles 

stack hygiene 

randomness 

etc. etc. 

 



IN? 

 

SCA mitigation  

(smartcards etc.) 

 

masking, hiding, shuffling, etc. 

 

simple countermeasures simple and cheap 

effective ones (high-order…) more sophisticated 



OUT 

 

fault, microprobing, RE, etc. 

 

not much to do at the code level 

(or too invasive/slow) 

 

most effective countermeasures at HW level 



secure code is useless  

if it doesn’t work 



crypto also fails due to poor testing 



2 test vectors are not enough 

 
H(0x000000)=0xA74329BF 

H(0xFFFFFFFF)=0x76A765E1 



the right thing to do? 
 

SUPERCOP’s checksum checks for 

buffers overlap support 

off-boundaries writes 

determinism 

for 1, 2, 3, …, N bytes 

 

easily extended to ciphers, MACs, etc. 

 



 

lots of other issues to address 

 

encrypt-then/and-MAC 

CTR counter format 

handling residues 

bignum arithmetic 

etc. 

 



also: 

 

how to write reference code? 

 

less simple than it sounds… 



agenda for the discussion? 

 

discuss general interest of the project 

define scope (what should be in/out?) 

propose rules, “horrors”, references 

find volunteers to edit the wiki ;-) 

 



www.cryptocoding.net  
 

http://www.cryptocoding.net/


thank you 



a cryptography coding standard 

 

 


